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AIR BRUST 23X152MM

23x152MM WABAD

23 mm projectiles with an air explosion at 1400 m, at 1700 m, 2000 m, 2300 m and also at
2500 m have been developed - with a muzzle velocity of 1100 m/s. The crtridges contain 35
spherical defeating elements (sub-projectiles)which form a striking beam (cloud) with a
diameter of approximately 90 cm and a length of the beam between 1 m and 2 m.
After reaching the specified distance, a small charge in the projectile is activated and
disperses a dense beam of spherical defeating elements - sub-fragments, which have an initial
kinetic energy of 450m/s, keeping it at a distance of not less than 70m. This creates a deadly
cloud.
The detonation of the projectile at a certain distance ensures the destruction of targets
with ready-made fragments.
In case of combination of bullets with explosion at different distances (1400m,
1700m, 2000m, 2300m and 2500m) the depth of the barrage fire is increased. Thus, when
shooting with the newly developed 23x152mm WABAD Cartridges from ZU-23-2 with a
firing rate - 100 projectiles in 8 seconds, 3500 fragments are released, which form a cloud
with a length of not less than 1100m and width of 200 to 500m, which considerably increases
the possibility of shooting at more targets and the probability of their destruction compared to
other 23x152 mm ammunition.
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The use of the new developed 14.5x114mm cartridges in the
ammunition of armaments in air defense of ships, boats and ground
objects will increase the possibility of defeating air targets, including drones, missiles and
other air targets, which have a small reflecting surface, making difficult their capture and
guidance by radar stations (radars).
The table below shows the flight time and velocity of the projectile when it explodes
at the corresponding distance
Explosion distance
Flight time
Speed of the ball
(Activation)
Until
activation
when triggered
Title of ammunition
Meters
Seconds
m/sec
23х152 WABAD 1400
23х152 WABAD 1700
23х152 WABAD 2000
23х152 WABAD 2300
23х152 WABAD 2500

1400
1700
2000
2300
2500

1,88
2,53
3,27
4,10
4,75

514
440
387
351
325

The table bellow shows the distance at which a drone flying at different speeds will be defeat.
Area to detect the
Drone speed
target and start
Impact zone
Aerial target
shooting
m/sec
Meters
Meters
Drone 1
Drone 2
Drone 3

60
120
180

3000
3000
3000

2550-2650м
2400-2500м
2200-2300м

The use of the TWSZU23 automatic detection, tracking and targeting system with the new
23x152mm WABAD projectiles considerably increases the effectiveness of air target
destruction.
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TWSZU23 with automatic target detection, tracking and
sighting
Thermal weapon sight for ZU-23-2 small artillery is optionally equipped with Automatic
Target Detection and Tracking Module (ATDTM) with Laser Range Finder (LRF).

Key benefits:
•

Real-time moving multiple targets
detection, position acquisition

•

Automatic ranging for tracked target

•

Ballistic calculation applied for precise
sighting

•

Motion control command issued for
automatic tracking or sighting of
selected target

•

Remote display with all control
functions integrated

As additional option the sight could be mounted on gyro-stabilized platform. It brings better
image quality during the fire action and simultaneous target tracking and sighting
capabilities.
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